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Find out why life is tougher than it should be
Summary:
There are more slaves now than at any other time in history. Seven suicides a day in Australia.
Domestic violence, family breakdown, widespread debt, substance abuse - the world seems to be
going crazy. Are we living in a pathological society?
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I've had a gut full!! - Join in the fight for justice
When you're fighting for justice you cycle through anger, despair and optimism. The degree of each
varies depending on how much support one gets. Why am I pissed off today? Because I am disgusted
with both sides of our political charade. Our Pollies fiddle while we burn. The last few weeks of news
...... just crazy!
Seven suicides a day - many of them farmers. Prime farm land being turned into coal mines and/or
sold to foreign government controlled operations. Farmers being forced from their land by criminal
banking. Property values so high - directly as a result of poor government policies making housing
unaffordable for many of us.
Drug and alcohol abuse. Violence against women. Organised Crime operations infiltrating business,
unions and government. Stress, anxiety, depression. Family turmoil due to unbearable financial
pressures. What is going on? Is this the type of society we should be happy about creating?
Billions of dollars wasted every year and both Liberal and Labor pollies have the nerve to suggest
charging all of us an extra 50% tax on everything we buy. Years of budget blowouts due to stupidity,
incompetence ...... or treachery, and what do they say year after year? "We want more money for
schools and hospitals." We are a wealthy country we should have sorted out good education and
health systems by now. Something is wrong guys. Don't fall for the lies.
They go on and on about freedom, human rights and free trade. Signing us up to agreements - like
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) - that have nothing to do with free trade but everything to do with
increasing corporate power over governments and people. How do we know they are mucking us
around? Because genuine rights and real free trade can be as simple as turning on your computer
and buying something without a government agency monitoring you and a politician maneuvering to
get a cut.
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Political parties getting donations from banks and miners expect us to believe that favours haven't
been bought. We have to battle to find out where the food we buy comes from.
Companies want to keep it a secret. They think we might not want to buy contaminated or
genetically modified produce.
Politicians getting paid $300,000 and then boosting it to over a million dollars a year by abusing
lurks and perks. Attention Pollies: you want to talk with a pollie from the USA? - get on Skype! You
want to see the latest way Europeans are managing the problem of the day? - Google the latest
research! Remember the Information Super Highway? The computer age was supposed to lead to
efficiency and money saving. Pollie perks should be the first thing we cut back. It's not as though
they deserve to be treated like kings and queens at the public's expense.
Hey pollies you want to spend $50,000 on a great trip overseas? Get a job like the rest of us and
earn the money so you can pay for it yourself. You will quickly learn how hard it is to save in the
environment you have created.
Cut back on the waste before you consider hiking the GST. Stop the corruption that eats away at our
prosperity and freedom. Stop sending our wealth to US arms manufacturers.
Billions wasted on faulty jet fighters that will never be used.
Reform the banking system and stop billions of our taxes being sent to private bankers who have
been "given" the power to manipulate the nation's money supply. Why don't more of us know how
this racket operates? Oh, hang on a minute .... Do you think it has something to do with the school
curriculum and mainstream media?
There are more slaves in the world today than ever. If you add the number who don't know they're
slaves - the best type of slave - it's just mind boggling.
Folks - more of us are waking up to the truth of our situation. Life could be so much better than it is
now for most of us. Our wealth is being siphoned away thanks to corruption and collusion between
government and powerful corporate interests. This is how many of our elders end up in difficulty dependent on a pathetic pension - after a lifetime of work.

"Any crisis - whether genuine or manufactured - will be used by unscrupulous politicians and
interest groups to progress an agenda that is against the best interests of the people."

Get ready folks - if the pollies can't trick you into accepting the unacceptable they will try and scare
you into it. War, Terror, Disease, Financial Crises - it's all food for fear. And - fodder for the corporate
controlled media that likes you confused, distracted, ignorant, frightened and docile. The only thing
holding us back is apathy and ignorance. Find out what is going on and get active to change it.
Don't let them divide us. We all need food, clothing, shelter and love. It doesn't matter about your
skin colour, sex, religion, job, identity - we are all in the same boat.
Let's work together.
I'm Dr Peter Brandson - I started Bank Reform Now after NAB ripped my family off with falsified loan
paperwork. I told NAB I was not going to cop it. The more I learn and see the greater my
determination. I am directing my energy into helping others with their battles. I also want to help you
work with us to change the system that is stealing our wealth, freedoms and rights. Bank reform is
crucial and our first priority but there is plenty more to do. Let's get to it.
See Related Links below this post to fire you up. First thing you can do to help? Email the inquiry into
Bank Engineered Defaults and tell them you support the Bank Reform Now submission and agenda send to: corporations.joint@aph.gov.au
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If you have any other links that show what sort of world we are letting our politicians create post
them here. Thank you for your help and support - it will be particularly important once the BRN
Campaign launches.
Message to Pollies - stop protecting the crooks operating in the Banking and Finance Sector..!! This is
political - the people have the power and BRN will make sure you know about it _______________________________________
The perks are laid on pretty thick for pollies. Both sides want to keep their snouts well and truly
happy in the trough ............ at our expense
>> Bishop controversy subsides and nothing has changed.
>> Choppergate.
>> Politicians’ ‘age of entitlement’ costs us $500 million a year
GST rise on cards as Tony Abbott goes from conflict to consensus at COAG
>> How to cover government waste and incompetence - raise taxes.
Power corrupts folks - do you think there are characters in the Australian political and judicial system
that abuse their power. The first step is to shine a light in. It will be stomach churning but once we
see what goes on we can take appropriate action >> Spies Lords and Predators UK - Special Investigation 60 Minutes
>> The Mafia in Australia: Blood Ties
>> The US defence industry and arms sales
>>10 Reasons the TPP Is Not a 'Progressive' Trade Agreement
Check your debt on >> The Debt Clock
Gen Ys should be marching in the streets over >> housing affordability
Addressing gender inequality is crucial to preventing >> violence against women and children
Seven suicides a day: Time to stop them
Greece >> What You are not Being Told by the Media
Websites For More Information: Source: Sick of feeling stressed?
https://www.facebook.com/bankreformnow/photos/a.545658092209510.1073741831.366324383476
216/716442621797722/
Related Links: Depression Help
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